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Abstract

802.11 standards support high data rates for a low price
and thus provides an economical way for WLANs. On the
other hand, 3G standards offer a much wider area of cover-
age that enables ubiquitous connectivity. The integration of
them takes advantages from both sides and offers the pos-
sibility of achieving anywhere, anytime cost-efficient Inter-
net access. To facilitate such integration, seamless vertical
handoff is one of the major challenges because it needs to
make physical movement transparent to mobile users and
preserves application-level connectivity. Previous works
did not consider the impact of authentication mechanisms
on the performance of vertical handoff, especially on its
delay. In a 3G-WLAN integration environment, since 3G
and WLAN may use different authentication servers, when
a mobile terminal hands over across them, certain authen-
tication procedure needs to be performed. According to
the literature, such authentication delay may be as high
as hundreds of milliseconds, which is intolerable for delay-
sensitive applications. We present seamless authentication
protocols (SAPs) for vertical handoff in wireless heteroge-
neous networks, to reduce this delay. Simulation results
show that SAP significantly reduces the delay caused by au-
thentication procedures in vertical handoff.

1 Introduction

Technological development of wireless networks have
brought a deep change in our lifestyle. In addition to tra-
ditional voice services, many data services (e.g. WWW, IP
multimedia) have been carried over the wireless terrestrial
networks as a last-mile access of today’s Internet. The wide

deployment of wireless infrastructures facilitates the acces-
sibility to the IP-based data and therefore moves one step
forward toward making it available anywhere anytime.

The 802.11 standards allow the realization of economic
Wireless LANs that support data rates anywhere from
1Mbps to 54 Mbps based on the distance to the access point.
However, 802.11 access points can cover areas of only a
few thousand square meters, making them suitable for en-
terprise networks and public hot-spots such as hotels, coffee
saps, and airports. On the contrary, wireless cellular net-
works, using the 3G standards, offer a much wider area of
coverage that enables ubiquitous connectivity. However, 3G
cellular networks require significant capital investments and
support limited peak rates that range from 64 Kbps to nearly
2Mbps. The two techniques offer characteristics that com-
plement each other perfectly. Thus, the combination of 3G
and WLAN techniques offers the possibility of achieving
anywhere, anytime cost-efficient Internet access, bringing
benefits to both end users and service providers.

In such heterogeneous wireless systems, one of the major
challenges is seamless vertical handoff. Seamless handoff
is involved in the availability of the mobile terminal to suc-
cessively attach to different access points or base stations
in heterogeneous wireless networks. There have been sev-
eral works on vertical handoff in the literature. In [22], a
roaming scheme that considered the relative bandwidth of
WLAN and GPRS was proposed. In [18] a detailed vertical
handoff signaling procedure was presented. [25] proposed
a mobility management system that integrates a connection
manager to maintain a connection without additional net-
work infrastructure support. [14] provided a quantitative
analysis of a mobile IPv4-based WLAN-GPRS handoff pro-
totype and identified a number of side effects related to the
link layer and routing mechanisms. However, these works
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did not consider the impact of authentication mechanisms
on the performance of vertical handoff, especially on its de-
lay. Wherever a vertical handoff takes place, for the purpose
of security, an authentication process should be performed
to verify the identity of the mobile terminal. Since different
access networks may use different authentication servers
and protocols, when a mobile terminal hands over from one
access network to another (e.g. from 3G to WLAN), an
authentication procedure (e.g. 802.11i [6]) needs to be per-
formed. As shown in [9], the delay of such procedure may
go up to hundreds of milliseconds, which is intolerable for
delay-sensitive applications such as voice-over-IP (VoIP) or
streaming applications.

In this paper, we focus on designing seamless authenti-
cation protocols and schemes for vertical handoff in hetero-
geneous wireless networks. Similar to [4, 5, 8, 10, 21], our
design is based on the following principle: the trust estab-
lished in the previous access network can be used by the
target access network to verify the legitimacy of the mobile
terminal. The basic ideas are as follows. Without loss of
autonomy, we have the two different authentication servers
share a common secret, which is to be used later to generate
a temporary handoff key. During a vertical handoff (e.g. the
mobile terminal switches from 3G to WLAN), the target ac-
cess network uses this temporary handoff key obtained from
its authentication server to admit the mobile terminal for a
short while (e.g. up to 10 seconds). Meanwhile, the full au-
thentication is being performed simultaneously. Based on
the result of the full authentication, the access point decides
whether or not to permanently admit the mobile terminal.
Since authentication servers take no part in the temporary
authentication, the delay of temporary authentication is sig-
nificantly less than that of full authentication. As a result,
the impact of full authentication on vertical handoff delay
is greatly mitigated. On the other hand, since full authen-
tication is being performed on the background, the secu-
rity loophole of temporary authentication is quite limited.
Following these ideas, we design three fast authentication
protocols, SAP v1,v2,v3, and their corresponding key man-
agement schemes. In particular, SAP v1 is the most secure
while v2 has the least key management overhead. SAP v3 is
designed to balance the advantage and disadvantage of SAP
v1 and v2. SAP v1, v2 and v3 form a complete spectrum of
tradeoffs between security and performance. We also pro-
vide a detailed security analysis of the proposed protocols
and compare their performance through extensive simula-
tions. Simulation results show that, compared with full au-
thentication, SAP significantly reduces authentication delay
during vertical handoff.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
is regarding the background and motivation, on which our
protocols are based. In Section 3 we present our protocols,
namely the full authentication and SAP v1,v2,v3, in vertical
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Figure 1. Vertical Handoff in Heterogeneous
Wireless Networks

handoff. In Section 4 we do security analysis. The results
of performance evaluation are shown in Section 5, Section 6
lists related work, and Section 7 concludes our work.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Background

In this section, we start with introducing the system
model of our core scenario. Then we review the handoff
procedures in both 3G and 802.11i networks with particular
emphasis on security considerations.

2.1.1 System Model

As explained in [12], we consider the loosely-coupled in-
terworking since its complexity and cost of deployment are
lower than the tightly-coupled one. Specifically, 3G cellu-
lar networks and WLANs are integrated through the Inter-
net, and there is no direct link from 802.11 elements (e.g.
Access Points) to 3G network ones (e.g. Packet Data Serv-
ing Nodes or 3G core network switches). From a security
point of view, this means different access networks connect
different authentication servers (ASs) through the Internet.
The users that access services of the 802.11 gateway include
users having locally signed on or mobile users visiting from
other networks. This model is quite light-weight, flexible,
and practical [12]. A vertical handoff takes place when a
mobile terminal switches between different access networks
with different wireless techniques or service providers.

2.1.2 Authentication in 3G

3G authentication lies in theRouting Area Updateprocess.
Take Intra-SGSN (Serving GPRS Support Node) routing
area updatefor example, the mobile terminal sends the
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routing area update request to the target RNC(Radio Net-
work Controller), and the RNC forwards it to the target
SGSN. The target SGSN then needs to authenticate the mo-
bile terminal to determine whether or not the request can
be accepted.Inter-SGSN routing area updatehas no excep-
tion either. Authentication needs to be performed when the
routing area update request reaches the target SGSN.

The network access security specified in 3GPP has three
building blocks:authentication and key agreement (AKA),
UMTS encryption algorithm (UEA), and UMTS integrity al-
gorithm (UIA). We only focus on the authentication process
of AKA. This process provides mutual authentication for
both the users and the network. Two keys are generated
in 3GPP AKA: CK for encryption and IK for integrity.
There is a secret keyK, shared by the user and the net-
work and available only to theauthentication center(AuC)
in the user’shome environment(HE) and the USIM (Uni-
versal mobile telecommunication system Subscriber Iden-
tity Module) on the mobile terminal.

Upon receiving an authentication request from a visi-
tor location register(VLR) or SGSN, HE/HLR distributes to
SGSN/VLR a set of authentication vectors (AVs), ordered
based on the sequence number. Each AV is good for one
AKA between VLR/SGSN and the USIM. To authenticate
a user, VLR/SGSN retrieves the next available AV. Based
on the secret material in the AV, the mobile terminal can au-
thenticate the network. Then, the mobile terminal generates
the response and sends it back. VLR/SGSN then authenti-
cates the user by comparing the received response with the
expected one.

2.1.3 Authentication in 802.11 WLANs

An AP and associated MTs form abasic service set(BSS).
A collection of APs connected by a wired network can ex-
tend a BSS into anextended service set(ESS). If a MT
wants to join an ESS network, it must be authenticated by
showing its credentials to AP. AP then passes these creden-
tials to a fixedauthentication server(AS) to verify these
credentials. Upon receipt of AS’s decision, AP will either
associate or reject the aspirant MT.

A typical authentication procedure in 802.11i usually
involves EAP/TLS authentication and RADIUS back-end
protocol. In fact, concrete EAP authentication methods and
back-end protocols are beyond the scope of 802.11i, but
EAP/TLS is thede factoauthentication protocol and RA-
DIUS is thede factoback-end transport protocol for EAP
over IP networks. There will be certain latency involved in
the whole handoff process, which can be divided into two
phases:

Probe phase: The mobile terminal (MT) scans through
all possible channels to find access points (APs) of good
signal strength. It is called the passive scan. These beacon

messages are usually sent periodically by APs at an inter-
val of 10ms. Also, MT can actively send probe requests in
the first place to get responses from APs. It is called ac-
tive scan. The delay caused by scanning is called theprobe
delay, which is sometimes of magnitude 100ms. In our sys-
tem, by letting 3G BSs share the channel assignment of each
802.11 AP, the probe delay can be significantly reduced.

Reassociation phase: After finding the preferred AP,
MT tries to associate with it and performscontext transfer.
The new AP will first try to contact the old AP and get the
security context(such as encryption key, etc.). This can be
done only if there is a trust relation between these two APs.
Specifically, if the two APs are within the same ESS, then
the old AP can pass the entire security context to the new AP
to reduce the authentication latency. Otherwise, it means
the two APs have different ASs associated with them. The
new AP should then ask for its AS to authenticate MT, and
performs a full authentication. Considering the transmis-
sion delay between AP and AS plus the processing delay
at AS, the authentication delay is usually of magnitude of
several hundred milliseconds or even several seconds [9].

2.2 Motivation

Since 3G networks and WLANs are loosely integrated
through the Internet and they may not share the same AS,
this heterogeneity makes context caching [21] impractical.
For instance, existing protocols such as IAPP [4, 5] or
Seamoby [8] all assumed the homogeneity of the networks
to perform Layer 2 context (e.g. MAC address of the old
and new APs, encryption keys) transfer during a handoff.
Other works such as Barghet al [10] assumed the homo-
geneity of access networks to perform proactive key distri-
bution. In the example of Figure 1, none of these protocols
work due to the lack of a shared AS (Note that different ASs
have different security contexts). Therefore, an full authen-
tication cannot be avoided and the resulting delay becomes
the bottleneck of the handoff process. For example, the typi-
cal latency of a full authentication in WLAN can be as high
as 800ms (Arbaugh [9]), which is much greater than the
maximal tolerable latency for delay-sensitive applications
(e.g. the end-to-end delay of 150msfor VoIP).

Some people may think about making use of cellular net-
works to conceal the full authentication delay. That is, sup-
pose WLANs are covered by a 3G cellular network and a
mobile terminal hands over from 3G to a WLAN, the mo-
bile terminal can keep the 3G connection until the WLAN
authentication finishes. However, this idea has two severe
drawbacks. First, it is not always guaranteed that each
WLAN is covered by a cellular network1; Second, it is not
applicable to vertical handoff between WLANs using differ-
ent ASs. Therefore, it is necessary to find a sound solution

1This can happen at the edge of the 3G cell or in concrete buildings
where 3G’s signal strength is very weak.
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for seamless authentication in integrated wireless networks.
These observations motivate us to design seamless authen-
tication protocols to reduce the impact of authentication de-
lay on Quality of Service (QoS) when a mobile terminal
roams (1) from 3G network to WLAN, (2) from WLAN to
3G, or (3) between WLANs using different ASs,

3 The Seamless Authentication Protocols

For brevity and clarity, we only describe the protocols
as the solution for vertical handoff from 3G to WLAN. The
solution can be easily extended and applied to other types of
handoff between access networks associating with different
ASs.

3.1 Sharing Secrets Between ASs

To facilitate fast authentication in vertical handoff, one
approach is to have the new AP/BS utilize the security con-
text of the mobile terminal from the old AP/BS. Since the
SAP-related operations performed in an AP are the same as
those in a BS, we use AP to stand for AP/BS in the rest of
the paper. To preserve autonomy, we have different authen-
tication servers share a “SAP master key”SAPM instead
of the whole credential database. This key is updated pe-
riodically with a relatively large interval (such as every 30
minutes), and then ASs distribute it to their APs/BSs. Upon
receiving newSAPM , each AP computes the SAP tempo-
rary keysapi and distributes it to every mobile terminal it
is currently associated with.sapi is periodically updated by
AP and then distributed to the mobile terminals. This up-
date should be frequent enough (e.g. every several minutes)
to discourage attackers and provide better security.

3.2 Notation and Key Hierarchy

We list the notations and key hierarchy here. The crypto-
graphic keys involved are shown in Table 1. We usepseudo-
random functions[15] to generate cryptographic keys. We
use the following notationhi(X) to representFX(i) for
0 ≤ i ≤ 6, whereF is a pseudo-random function con-
structed using techniques in [15]. For example,h3(X)
meansFX(3).

3.3 The Full Authentication Protocol

As the building block, we proposed the full authentica-
tion protocol, which is a 4-way handshake protocol apply-
ing thechallenge and responseprinciple. Similar to existing
full authentication protocols [6, 16], the full authentication
protocol provides mutual authentication and establishes the
security context (PMK) between MTs and APs. The key
hierarchy of the full authentication is shown in Figure 2.

abbreviation full name & description
MK master key, shared by MT and AS only
PMK pairwise master key, shared by MT,AP,AS
SAPM SAP master key, shared by AS & AP
sapi SAP temporary key, shared by MT & AP
KMT SAP session key, shared by MT and AP
N i

X The i-th nonce generated by entityX
SAK subgroup assignment key, shared by ASs and APs
kAS
0 , kAS

1 , . . . subgroup keys generated by ASs and shared by
ASs and APs

kMT
0 , kMT

1 , . . . subgroup keys shared by APs and MTs

Table 1. Notation
The description of the full authentication protocol is shown
in Table 2.

NMKN
128 bits 128 bits 128 bits

PMK MK’
128 bits 128 bits

h h0 0

AS MT

Figure 2. Key hierarchy of full authentication

Notation:“A −→ B: C” or “B ←− A: C ” represents the
sending of messageC fromA to B.
1. MT −→ AP −→ AS: 〈IDMT , N1

MT , FAR〉
//FAR stands for “Full Authentication Request”

2. MT ←− AP ←− AS: 〈EMK′(N1
MT , N1

AS), FAC〉
//FAC stands for “Full Authentication Challenge”
//MK ′ = h0(MK‖N1

MT ) is computed atAS
3. MT computesMK ′, decrypts the message, getsN1

AS ,
and computesPMK = h0(MK‖N1

AS)
4. MT −→ AP −→ AS:
〈IDMT , N2

MT , HMACPMK(IDMT ‖N1
AS‖N2

MT ), FAC〉
//FAC stands for “Full Authentication Response”

5. AS verifies HMAC. If it succeeds, go to the next step.
Otherwise, abort.

6. AP ←− AS: 〈Auth Succ, PMK〉
//The message is sent via a secure channel

7. MT ←− AP: 〈Auth Succ〉.
MT and AP change association state.

Table 2. The full authentication
As shown in the table, steps 3 and 5 guarantee the au-

thenticity of AP and MT respectively, thus mutual authen-
tication is provided. At step 3, MT computesPMK by
applyingh0 to MK andN1

AS . Also, at step 5, AS needs
to verify HMAC so PMK will be computed too. Hence
the security contextPMK (shared pairwise key) is estab-
lished between MT and AP. The actual encryption key used
subsequently is not necessarilyPMK. It is better to use its
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derived keys in order to avoid direct exposure of the shared
secret and discourage cryptanalysis.

3.4 SAP v1, v2 and v3

With the full authentication, we proposed three seamless
authentication protocols called SAP v1, v2 and v3 respec-
tively. The main difference between these SAPs lies in the
key distribution schemes. In particular, when the material
of temporary handoff key is updated, which is similar to the
procedure depicted in Figure 3 (a), SAP v1 lets APs dis-
tribute temporary handoff keys to MTs using unicast. As
an opposite approach, APs in SAP v2 broadcast temporary
handoff keys to each associated MT. Due to the space lim-
itation, we do not give the details of SAP v1 and SAP v2,
and use SAP v3 to represent our solution.

The demand of exclusively sharing authentication keys
between the AS and every mobile terminal inherently re-
quires the key update operation to be pair-wise. Such key
updates, as in SAP v1, incur the communication cost that
is linear to the number of mobile terminals, and thus limits
the scalability of the system. Under this framework, some
group-based key update approach can be adopted to reduce
the communication overhead and thus improve scalability.
SAP v2 is an extreme example of this approach since it al-
lows the AS shares the same key with all mobile terminals in
the service set as a group. Obviously, SAP v2 exposes secu-
rity holes for internal attacks when an innocent mobile ter-
minal is compromised. SAP v3 is a tradeoff between SAP
v1 and SAP v2. SAP v1 being the most secure and SAP v2
being the most efficient, SAP v3 tries to balance between
security and performance using a tunable randomness.

3.4.1 SAP v3 key management

Key management at AS As shown in Figure 3 (a), each
AS generates aSubgroup Assignment KeySAK and applies
an r-bit pseudo-random functionh3 to group MTs into2r

subgroups (h3 takes an arbitrary length input and outputsr
bits). The subgroup ID,j, is generated by AP following:

j = h3(IDMT ‖SAK)

In addition toSAPM andSAK, each AS also generates a
pair of subgroup keysKAS

j andKMT
j for each subgroup j,

wherej = 0, · · · , 2r−1. Here, eachKAS
j is a secret shared

between AS’ and APs, while eachKMT
j is shared between

APs and the MTs in group j. Note that eachKMT
j must have

the same length as eachKAS
j , but they should be different.

Otherwise,KAS
j would be disclosed to the MTs in group j.

The SAK,KAS
j andKMT

j are distrbuted to APs via secure
wired channel, and will be updated periodically (e.g., every
30 minutes). Each mobile terminal is given a subgroup ID

j when it first gets associated with an AP. Meanwhile, the
full authentication is performed and, if successful, the AP
preloads each MT in groupj with an initialkMT

j .

Key management at AP and MT Each AP uses a
pseudo-random functionh4 to generate a nuancenj for
each subgroupj. h4 is shared by APs and ASs, and outputs
bit strings of the same length as that ofkAS

j . h5, known to
everybody, is the the pseudo-random function used by each
MT to update its group keykMT

j . The key management
procedures are as follows:

• AP computes nj = h4(SAPM‖j‖kAS
j ), j =

0, · · · , 2r − 1.

• MT ←− AP: {EkMT
j

(nj , v(nj))|j = 0, · · · , 2r − 1},
wherev(nj) is the version number ofnj

• EachMT decrypts his own piece of message with its
kMT

j by checking the correctness ofv(nj). With nj , it
updates its group keykMT

j by kMT
j ← h5(kMT

j ⊕nj)

• AP updates{kMT
j } by kMT

j ← h5(kMT
j ⊕ nj) , j =

0, · · · , 2r − 1

With respect to each subgroup, the AP broadcasts the en-
crypted message to every MT it is currently associated with.
Since each MT only possesses its own subgroup key, it can
only decrypt his own piece of message. Since APs have In-
ternet connection, they can be synchronized with existing
time synchronization protocols (e.g. Network Time Proto-
col [19]) and perform subgroup key updates in a synchro-
nized way.

3.4.2 SAP v3 authentication

The protocol of SAP v3 is shown in Table 3. This quick 2-
way SAP authentication (steps 1-5) temporarily associates
MT with the new AP. In the meantime, AP also tunnels
IDMT , N1

MT to AS to perform full authentication (step 6).
We only allow SAP association up to a predefined time (e.g.
10sec). If full authentication fails or SAP association ex-
pires, AP will simply de-associate with MT (step 7).

4 Security Analysis

Similar to the analysis in [13], we can prove that the full
authentication protocol has the the following seven mer-
its: (1) Robust method of proving identity that cannot be
spoofed; (2) Method of preserving identity over subsequent
transactions that cannot be transferred; (3) Mutual authenti-
cation; (4) Authentication keys that are independent of en-
cryption keys; (5) Security against impersonating attack;
(6) Security against cryptanalysis attack; and (7) Security
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Figure 3. SAP v3 group key update and key hierarchy

against replay attack. Consequently, the system can be se-
curely guarded with the full authentication protocol. We
also analyzed the security of SAP v1, v2 and v3 in the fol-
lowing subsections.

1. MT −→ AP:
〈IDMT , N1

MT ,HMACkMT
j

(IDMT ‖N1
MT ), SAPReq〉

//SAPReq stands for “SAP Authentication Request”
2. AP computes its subgroup ID

(
by plugging

in h3(IDMT ‖SAK)
)

and locates its
correspondingkMT

i . AP then uses thiskMT
i to

verify HMAC. If it succeeds, AP computes
KMT = h6(IDMT , N1

MT , kMT
j ) and temporarily

associates with MT usingKMT .
3. MT ←− AP:
〈N1

AP ,HMACKMT
(N1

AP ‖IDMT ), SAPSucc〉
//SAPSucc stands for “SAP Authentication Suc-

cess”
4. MT verifies HMAC and bothMT andAP
change association MTtus to SAP association.

5. Initiate the full authentication procedure.
6. If full authentication succeeds,MT andAP
change association status to permanent
association and use full authentication key
PMK for encryption henceforth.

7. If full authentication fails or SAP association expires,
AP de-associates withMT.

Table 3. SAP v3 authentication protocol

4.1 SAP Key Management and Authenti-
cation

4.1.1 Impersonating Attack

SAP v1 If an attacker impersonates an innocent MT,
then it has to forge the following data:IDMT ,N1

MT , and

HMACKMT
(IDMT ). However, theHMAC key KMT

cannot be faked because it equals toh2(sapi,MT ‖N1
MT )

and the attacker has no knowledge aboutsapi,MT . On the
other hand, if the attacker impersonates AP, it has to send
the following data:N1

AP andHMACKMT (N1
AP ‖IDMT ).

This cannot be faked, as the attacker cannot generate a
nonceIDMT along with its correspondingHMAC with-
out knowing the MAC keyKMT . Therefore, SAP v1 is
robust against the impersonating attack.

SAP v2 The strength of SAP v1 is originated from the at-
tacker’s lack of knowledge aboutsapi,MT , but this comes
at a price. Each AP has to unicastsapi,MT to every MT.
This may cause significant communication overhead when
the number of MTs is large. SAP v2 trades in the security
on this aspect for more efficiency by broadcasting a shared
root keysapi to every MT in the service set. As a result,
everybody can impersonate others (even the AP) as long as
they are in the same service set. More specifically, There-
fore, SAP v2 is vulnerable to the impersonating attack.

SAP v3 SAP v3 strikes a balance between SAP v1 and
v2. Both the security level and the key management cost are
between SAP v1 and v2. In SAP v3, the SAP root key has
been broken into2r pieces{k1, k2, . . .}, so the probabil-
ity that an attacker can successfully impersonate a node or
an AP equals1/2r and its overhead increases correspond-
ingly too. If h6 is secure enough, to impersonate a node
or an AP, the attacker needs to be able to compute the SAP
key KMT , which is derived from the root keyki. The se-
curity of SAP v3 thus solely depends on the knowledge of
KMT and the security ofh6, which can even be kept se-
cret to increase security (though we didn’t assume that and
it is not absolutely necessary.) We do not consider the case
of launching a cryptanalysis attack on these hash functions
because it is beyond the scope of our discussion. The proba-
bility that the attacker knows the sameki as the victim node
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is 1/2r, so the probability of successfully impersonating a
node is1/2r too.

The security of SAP v3 comes from the hiding of sub-
group information. Hiding the subgroup assignment key
SAK prevents every node from knowing its group ID. Also,
the SAP root keyki’s will never be exposed directly in the
messages, resulting in the inability of determining whether
two nodes belong to the same group or not. These properties
are carefully designed so as to discourage attackers. If these
data were not hidden, an attacker can simply listens to the
communication, wait for the node that belongs to the same
group, and launch the impersonating (or other) attacks. In
SAP v3, it is not easy. If the pseudorandom functionh3 is
chosen properly andSAK is kept secret, the attacker can-
not do anything other than guessing the grouping informa-
tion. This helps discourage attackers while preserving most
of the security.

4.1.2 Cryptanalysis attack

SAP v1 is robust against cryptanalysis attack. SAP v1’s
robustness is due to the use of HMAC and the secrecy
of the MAC keyKMT . Since attacker has no knowledge
about KMT , the best attack he can launch is the direct
birthday attackon the underlying hash function. However,
if this underlying hash function is chosen carefully (such
as MD5), the practical usefulness is negligible [11, 17].
Different from v1, SAP v2 is vulnerable to cryptanalysis
attack sinceKMT only depends onIDMT , N1

MT , sapi,
in which IMT is public, N1

MT can be generated, and
sapi is known to all MTs associated with the current AP.
SAP v2 is vulnerable to the known plaintext attack be-
cause the adversary can record all communication mes-
sages between an MT of the same group and get many
3-tuples IDMT , N1

MT , HMACKMT (IDMT ) for crypt-
analysis. On top of that, the adversary can even fake the
communication message and record AP’s response message
N1

AP ,HMACKMT (N1
AP ‖IDMT ) for cryptanalysis, too.

However, the adversary cannot perform the chosen plaintext
attack, as he has no control over the nonceN1

AP , nor can he
perform the replay attack, as the nonce is used throughout
the scheme to provide freshness.

SAP v3 needs to be examined and analyzed in a proba-
bilistic fashion. Similar to earlier discussion on imperson-
ating attack, in SAP v3, the adversary has knowledge about
KMT with probability1/2r. Therefore, with this probabil-
ity the adversary can perform the known plaintext attack.
SAP v3 is robust against chosen plaintext and replay attack
for the same reasons as v2.

As a result, we conclude that SAP v1 is robust against
cryptanalysis, v2 is vulnerable to known plaintext attack,
and v3 is vulnerable to know plaintext attack with probabil-
ity 1/2r. Between v1, v2, and v3, the least secure case is v2.

However, the worst thing that may happen is the misuse of
the short temporary association, which might not cause big
problems since full authentication is still being processed.
SAP v1, v2, v3 altogether provide a complete spectrum of
tradeoffs between security and efficiency.

5 Simulation Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the full
authentication and SAP v1, v2 and v3. Our simulation is
based on ns-2 [1]. APs and BS have different authentica-
tion servers (ASs). Mobile users are assumed to have sub-
scribed both WLAN and 3G services. We assume vertical
handoff from 3G to WLAN follows a Poisson process, with
a mean handoff interval. We assume the service latency of
each authentication request is exponentially distributed with
a mean service time. Each AP connects to AS through the
Internet, and the average end-to-end bandwidth and delay
of the link is 10 Mbps and 10ms respectively. For sim-
plicity, the channel capacity of each WLAN is assumed to
be 2 Mbps, and all data packets in WLANs are served with
802.11 DCF [2].

We first evaluate the performance of SAP by comparing
it with the full authentication protocol. The performance
matric is the authentication delay, which is equal to the time
interval from AP sending the authentication request to the
time the mobile terminal being admitted by AP. We also
study the impact of mean handoff interval and mean service
time. Then we evaluate the overhead of key distribution
schemes used by SAP v1, v2 and v3.

5.1 The Authentication Delay

We compare the authentication delay of the full authenti-
cation and SAP v1, v2 and v3. We first fix the mean service
time of AS to 10ms and evaluate the authentication delay
as the function of the mean handoff interval. We change the
aggregated mean handoff interval2 from 0.5 second to 3.0
seconds. As shown in Figure 4 (a), the authentication delay
of the full authentication is much longer than that of SAP
v1, v2 and v3. Specifically, when mean handoff interval
is quite small (say less than 1.0 second), the authentication
delay increases a lot. This long delay mainly comes from
the queuing delay at AS due to limited processing capacity.
When the mean handoff interval increases, the queuing de-
lay at AS becomes almost zero. However, due to the service
latency at AS plus the transmission and propagation delays
between the APs and the BS, the authentication delay of full
authentication is still much longer than that of SAP v1, v2,
and v3.

According to Figure 4(a), compared to full authentica-
tion, SAP v1, v2 and v3 are not sensitive to mean handoff

2It is because there are multiple APs sharing the same AS.
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Figure 4. The authentication delay of the full authentication and SAP v1, v2 and v3

interval at all. The reason is that each authentication is lo-
cally processed by APs, while the full authentication takes
place on the background. Since SAP v1, v2 and v3 differ
only in key distribution, we can see that their delays are very
close to each other.

We then evaluate the delay of full authentication and
SAP v1, v2 and v3 as a function of the mean service time
of the AS. We fix mean handoff interval to 1.0 second. The
mean service time is changed from 2ms to 14ms. The re-
sults are shown in Figure 4 (b). For full authentication, we
can see that the delay increases rapidly if the mean service
time is greater than 10ms. This can also be explained by
the queuing delay at AS. Similar to Figure 4 (a), the delays
of SAP v1, v2 and v3 are not sensitive to the processing de-
lay of AS. It is also because that AP does not need to contact
with the AS to perform the temporary authentication.

5.2 The Overhead of Key Distribution

Compared to the full authentication, SAP v1, v2, and v3
require that each AP should periodically update the tempo-
rary handoff key, and distribute distribute the updated key to
each associated mobile terminal. In this section, we evalu-
ate the communication overhead of key distribution in SAP
v1, v2 and v3. The overhead (in bps) is equal to the total
amount of traffic (in bits) used for key distributions divided
by the simulation time3. The key update interval is assumed
to be 2 seconds. We evaluate the overhead as a function of
the number of nodes. The overhead of SAP v3 is further
studied as the function of the number of groups.

We first study the overhead under different number of
nodes. For SAP v3, the number of group is fixed to be 4.
As shown in Figure 5 (a), SAP v1 has the least overhead
while the SAP v2 has the most. Since SAP v1 distributes

3Note that the amount of traffic includes MAC layer frames (e.g. RTS,
CTS, ACK...[2]

this key to each mobile terminal one-by-one through uni-
cast, the overhead increases as the number of mobile termi-
nals increases. On the other hand, since SAP v2 distributes
the temporary handoff key to each mobile terminal using
broadcast, the overhead is minimized. However, as stated in
Section 4, SAP v2 has the least security. Fortunately, since
the size of each key distribution message is quite small (less
than 30 bytes), the overhead of SAP v1 is not very large
provided that the number of nodes is moderate. SAP v3
balances the tradeoff between key distribution overhead and
security. As shown in Figure 5 (a), as the number of nodes
increases, the overhead of SAP v3 is much smaller than that
of SAP v1. In particular, as shown in Figure 5 (b), the over-
head of SAP v3 is linearly proportional to the number of
groups.

6 Related Work

In 802.11 Wireless LANs, 802.11i [6] defined theRo-
bust Security Network(RSN), The authentication scheme
of 802.11i was based on IEEE 802.1X [3], which employed
Extensible Authentication Protocol(EAP), allowing differ-
ent authentication mechanisms to establish layer 2 session
key dynamically. IEEE 802.1X does not define the way
that EAP messages are passed between the authenticator
and the authentication server. Remote Authentication Dial-
In User Service (RADIUS) [23] (RFC 2865 – 2869, RFC
3162, RFC 2548) is the most common back-end protocol.
IEEE standardized in IEEE 802.11f [7]. It was designed
for the enforcement of unique association throughout a ESS
(Extended Service Set) and for secure exchange of station’s
security context between current access point(AP) and new
AP during handoff period.

Stemm and Katz [24] defined the idea of vertical hand-
off. Mishra et al [20] analyzed the handoff process at the
link layer and found that the factors that influence the hand-
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Figure 5. The overhead of key distribution in SAP v1, v2 and v3

off latency are probe, authentication, and reassociation de-
lays. They showed that the probe delay is the primary con-
tributor to the overall handoff latency and it is significant
enough to affect the quality of service for many applica-
tions. Arbaughet al [9] did empirical studies on hand-
off latencies, supporting our motivation of reducing the re-
association delay in a vertical handoff. They also used
neighbor graphs and proactive caching algorithms to reduce
the reassociation delay.

The IETF Seamoby group [8] defined different protocols
for seamless IP-level handoff by reducing network discov-
ery and reconfiguration delays. Compared with our scheme,
they all assumed ashared ASbetween different networks.
Barghet al [10] found that IAPP and Seamoby results are
not directly applicable for inter-domain seamless mobility
and extending them for inter-domain mobility requires en-
hancements to the security infrastructure.

7 Conclusion

We presented three protocols, SAP v1,v2,v3, in conjunc-
tion with the full authentication protocol to deal with ver-
tical handoff across heterogeneous wireless networks inte-
grated in the fashion of loosely-coupled interworking. Our
protocols were designed to avoid performing full authen-
tication prior to the handoff. Instead, we used a temporary
handoff key (which areKMT in v1,v2, andkj in v3) to tem-
porarily associate MT with AP while performing the full
authentication simultaneously. This facilitates the seamless
handoff process because the temporary handoff key bridges
the gap caused by full authentication. Simulation results
showed that our protocols are efficient and do not have high
communication overhead. The security of SAP v1 origi-
nated from using different temporary keys for SAP handoff,
but this causes more overhead of key management. The ef-
ficiency of SAP v2 originated from using a flat key for tem-

porary handoff, but this causes security flaws. SAP v3 was
designed by combining v1 and v2 in a randomized fashion,
thus providing a complete spectrum of tradeoffs between
security and efficiency. We believe that, with the parame-
ter r properly chosen, SAP v3 can provide good security
for this temporary handoff process (say 10 seconds), and
after that the full authentication results can take over. The
randomization was designed in such a way to discourage
attackers even for this short period of time. For this we
strongly believe that SAP v3 is efficient, secure, and prac-
tical in providing seamless authentication for vertical hand-
off. Our future work will cover the following issues. First,
we will study more efficient and secure key management
schemes such as polynomial-based key distribution tech-
niques to secure temporary handoff keys. Second, because
some malicious MTs may utilize temporary handoff keys to
obtain temporary admission, and then launch attacks before
the full authentication finishes, we will study necessary de-
nial of service countermeasures and resource access control
policies to deal with such threats.
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